
Shame Resilience Theory

Client Information

Name: Age:

Gender: Date:

I. Identifying Shame Triggers

A. Common sources of shame (check all that apply):

Societal/cultural expectations       Rejection or stigmatization 

Traumatic experiences         Other: 

Personal failures/perceived flaws

B. My personal shame triggers:

1.

2.

3.

II. Cultivating Self-Compassion

A. Self-compassion mantra:

B. Self-compassion letter:
(Write a letter to yourself from the perspective of a compassionate friend)

C. Mindfulness exercise:
(Describe a mindfulness practice you can do when feeling shame)



III. Challenging Negative Self-Talk

A. Negative self-talk patterns I notice:

B. Positive self-statements to replace negative self-talk:

1.

2.

3.

C. Thought-stopping technique: 
(e.g., snapping a rubber band, saying "Stop!")

IV. Building a Support System

A. Trusted individuals I can share experiences with:

1.

2.

3.

V. Practicing Vulnerability

A. An imperfection I struggle to embrace:

B. A boundary I need to set:



VI. Developing Emotional Awareness

A. Emotions I tend to experience with shame:

B. Mindfulness exercise for emotional awareness:

VII. Self-Care and Resilience-Building Activities 

A. Physical self-care activities:

1.

2.

B. Emotional self-care activities:

1.

2.

C. Mental self-care activities:

1.

2.

D. Resilience-building activities:

1.

2.

VIII. Seeking Professional Support

A. Reasons I may need to seek professional support:
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B. Type of professional support I'm interested in:

Individual therapy 

Support group  

Other: 
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	Age: 28
	Gender: Female
	A An imperfection I struggle to embraceRow1: Fear of public speaking and making mistakes in a public setting.

	B A boundary I need to setRow1: Saying no when my workload becomes too heavy, even if it might disappoint others.
	Client Name: Emily Williams
	Check Box2: 
	0: 
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	1: 
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	1: Off

	2: 
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	Date: May 2, 2024
	Common Sources of Shame (Other): 
	IB - 1: Being judged for my work
	IB - 2: Making mistakes in public
	IB - 3: Not meeting my own high expectations
	C Mindfulness exercise: Deep breathing exercises: Breathe in for four counts, hold for two, breathe out for four, and hold for two. Repeat this cycle ten times, focusing entirely on the breath to draw the mind away from shame-based thoughts.
	B Selfcompassion letter: Dear Emily,
Remember, it's okay to not be perfect. Everyone makes mistakes and they don't define your self-worth. Your value is not in your accomplishments, but in your humanity. You are kind, caring, and a good friend. Please be as gentle with yourself as you are with others.

	A Selfcompassion mantra: "I am human; I am enough; I am allowed to make mistakes."
	A Negative selftalk patterns: I am not good enough.
If I make a mistake, people will think less of me.
I always mess up.
	IIIB - 1: I have the right to learn and grow without being perfect.
	IIIB - 2: Even when I make mistakes, I am still worthy of respect.
	IIIB - 3: Everyone makes mistakes, they don't define me.
	C Thoughtstopping technique: Saying "Stop!" out loud, then mentally switch to a positive statement.
	IVA - 1: Jane (best friend)
	IVA - 2: Tom (brother)
	IVA - 3: Sarah (close colleague)
	A Emotions I tend to experience with shame: Anxiety, sadness, disappointment.
	B Mindfulness exercise for emotional awareness: Journaling my emotions daily to increase awareness and insight.
	VIIA - 1: Yoga
	VIIA - 2: Walking in the park
	VIIB - 1: Daily mindfulness meditation
	VIIB - 2: Engaging in hobbies that bring joy (painting, gardening)
	VIIC - 1: Reading for fun
	VIIC - 2: Taking breaks from work often
	VIID - 1: Building a strong support network
	VIID - 2: Attending self-care workshops
	A Reasons I may need to seek professional support: Persisting feelings of shame and inadequacy despite trying personal coping strategies.
	Professional Support (Other): 
	1: Choice1


